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MINUTES OF THE ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD 
 
March 18, 2021  

  
                                                                                         
Item 7                                                       617 Crown Cove                                       PHD / SSD 
New Construction                                                                                   Wood Cottages District 
Action taken:  Denied based on colors and materials. 
Final Review of New Construction 
Dan Girardin is requesting final approval for a new three-story single-family residence. The new 
construction will feature entertaining areas and a pool on the ground floor and living space on 
the second and third. Additionally, there will be a basement accessed by a car elevator and a 
roof top terrace. This project obtained conceptual approval at the January 21, 2021 meeting 
where it also received a variance to reduce the west side yard setback. 
Mr. Spencer presented to the Board.  Staff explained conceptual approval required site plans, 
elevations, and floor plans which were provided at the January 21 meeting.  The Board approved 
a general design, endorsing the project and giving the applicant confidence to move forward to 
include the minor details that ARB needs to review including products, colors, etc.  Exterior 
materials were to be considered by the Board today.  The Board was reminded this project was 
in a Site Specific Development (SSD).  This development was taken out of the Historic District 
in 1980; SSDs have their own LDC which can be elaborate and restrictive; in this case it was 
not and was open to a lot of variations. 
The products were then presented. Chairperson Salter indicated that since this project was an 
SSD, it had no real design guidelines, but more a general description, and the actual guidelines 
of HC-1 did not apply since this was not technically an HC-1, and there was no specific guide 
the Board could apply to this.   When Crown Cove was established, it was mentioned that ARB 
would be required to give final approval on anything placed there. So, anything new would not 
have a negative impact on the aesthetics of the surrounding properties and neighborhoods, and 
that it would not be historic but that it would fit in to some extent which was the reason the ARB 
was founded and the basis of ARB decisions.  He explained when he looked at the project, he 
was impressed with a beautiful house but concerned with its appropriateness at this location.  
The rendering on A-001 showed the homes on Crown Cove which were similar in design, mass, 
and detailing, with only one close to this structure, but it also related to the others; he did not see 
the proposed structure relating to the aspects of the surrounding aesthetics and asked if Mr. 
Spencer could address that.  Mr. Spencer advised that the Board had already covered the 
elements in a spirited discussion with a unanimous vote to approve conceptually and asked that 
this meeting address the final approval.  
Board Member Mead asked that the rules for conceptual review be read to determine what it 
entailed.  Historic Preservation Planner Harding read an email given by Legal which stated “The 
Code does not support the ARB if it were to direct different design elements by conceptual or 
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final review because there is no codified process for the review of an SSD by the ARB.  This gap 
in the Code may be worth examining if the ARB would like to review the notes from an SSD and 
suggest that standards be codified down the road.  It is also worth examining if SSDs should go 
before the ARB in the future, as ARB is unable to do what it does best in this situation, and that 
is to apply standards to preserve the integrity of a neighborhood or district consistent with the 
historic design elements and the City’s desire to preserve.”   
Assistant City Attorney Lindsay referred to Section 12-12-3 which established the ARB and 
states that the ARB shall have as its purpose the preservation and protection of buildings of 
historic and architectural value and maintenance and enhancements in the following districts: 
Pensacola Historic District, North Hill Preservation District, Old East Hill Preservation District, 
Palafox Historic Business District, and the Governmental Center District (SSD was not covered).  
However, this SSD was adjacent to HC-1, and the thought was could we support staff in applying 
those adjacent standards to the SSD to ensure that the ARB was protecting the character and 
integrity of the area.  Legal could not find a code to support that extension of authority.  But, 
according to the Board’s duties, it has the right to approve or disapprove plans for buildings to 
be erected, renovated, or raised that are located or are to be located within a historical district 
or districts, to preserve the historical integrity and ancient appearance within all historic districts 
established by the governing body of the City.  The conceptual section does not reflect what the 
Board is limited to as far as what happens after the Board makes the conceptual approval 
decision, but it suggests that materials and colors would be the Board’s focus when asked to 
review the development.  Staff confirmed Section 12-3-10(1)(f)(6) which states “conceptual 
approval is permitted by the board only when the applicant specifies on their application that is  
the approval they are seeking.  Conceptual approval applications shall be complete with the 
exception of final details such as material and color selections.  Conceptual approval by the 
board does not permit the issuance of a building permit.” Board Member Mead explained this 
review was given to the Board by the City Council with standards from the Board’s overall 
purpose.  He explained proximity has architectural effect in terms of visual impact and overall 
character of a structure and surrounding structures; he felt the Board had passed that bar in the 
conceptual review and should be considering things of lesser significance such as colors and 
materials. 
Mr. Spencer explained this residence faced another SSD structure, and this particular project 
had a public hearing with a variance notice in the yard; the applicant went to great means to 
communicate with the property owners within direct visual proximity, and they supported the 
variance request which included the full conceptual package.  He suggested the Board conduct 
a workshop for clarification on the SSD process. He emphasized that this project had been 
conceptually approved, and the Board was now here to consider colors and materials; he 
advised his applicants walked away with conceptual approval and did not expect to debate what 
had already been approved. 
Board Member Mead suggested other structures on Bayfront were in pastels, and it was hard to 
keep the exterior materials clean with the white color, and more work needed to be done to make 
the colors and materials fit in the area.  Mr. Spencer disagreed and thought the color was 
consistent with the building form.  He indicated he had worked with Board Member Yee on a 
project across from the YMCA which was also white stucco.  He agreed this structure was not a 
rough texture stucco to collect particulate matter.  
Board Member Villegas stated that because of its location, it was more important to consider the 
structure; it was a completely different building and discussing the color was a way to find the 
balance.  She believed there were a lot of things to be respected, but it did not have to be a 
pastel but could definitely not be the stark white which takes away from the surrounding 
structures. In speaking for the applicants, Mr. Spencer was open to a neutral palette and advised 
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he had never specified pure white; the whites selected for buildings were typically not white-
white.   He suggested returning to the Board with actual stucco samples for consideration.  Board 
Member Mead pointed out the structures on Bayfront with different colors and a mixture of 
textural patterns. In comparison, the proposed structure displayed lots of white, flat surfaces with 
the window treatments mostly dark muntins which made the windows go away, leaving large flat 
spaces broken up by large empty holes with little visual texture; it also dominated this location. 
He felt the Board needed to see something that diminished the impact in the structural massing 
with some of the color and materials. 
Board Member Fogarty advised the colors and materials selected for this structure on this SSD 
site were perfectly appropriate and personally believed this would be a great addition to history 
on this block moving forward.  She did not mind the white color but would be open to looking at 
something more muted.  She understood the concerns of the other members, but in her opinion, 
it was okay.  Mr. Spencer stated after the Board’s comments, they moved forward with the 
smooth stucco.  Board Member Mead explained the banding in this structure did not pop out, 
and the other neighboring structures also had a distinguishing roofline; he suggested the roof 
and intermediate bands be in a different or darker color which would bring the roof down visually 
for a similar effect.  
Board Member Yee explained the structure was a well-designed building and had expressed the 
placement of it within the proximity to the historic district but recognized that the Board did not 
have the authority to evaluate it in the typical standards.  The Board granted conceptual 
approval, and he agreed that the Board was evaluating the previously conceptually approved 
application on details which the Board did have the ability to evaluate.  He also agreed that 
Board Member Mead’s suggestions were valid in order to bring the project into conformity with 
the other structures.  Board Member Mead explained the approval of the Whalebone structure 
was because they took the criteria given and made an intelligible and evident explication of all 
the elements to satisfy that criteria to the letter. 
Mr. Spencer stated it was very awkward to have a group design meeting to discuss color and 
roof fascia.  His goal was to walk away from this meeting with affirmative action, however it was 
prudent for him to return with stucco samples, but he felt with the conceptual approval, it sent a 
bad message.  Board Member Villegas understood the emotional involvement but stated to 
evaluate colors and materials to integrate the home into the surrounding structures was within 
the Board’s allowance to have this discussion and make the best decision which would be 
beneficial to the surrounding structures and in long term, to the client.  Mr. Spencer indicated 
someone had liked the white color in the previous conceptual review meeting and wanted to 
know how to move forward with an applicant ready to submit for permit.  Chairperson Salter 
wanted to clarify that the elevations as shown on A2-1 and sheets A2-2 which appear to 
correspond with the final rendering was the final massing of the house.  Mr. Spencer advised 
the realistic rendering preceded the adjustment the Board spoke in favor of which was a tapered 
flared column element.  Also, the only protrusion from the wall that was allowed was an 
overhang.  Staff advised that the Building Official reviewed all the plans including the elevations, 
and the elements displayed were considered normal projections, and he was agreeable with the 
design.  Mr. Spencer stated they integrated and completely sealed the shutter system so that 
the building material was not changed or altered.    
Given the scope of its review and comments received, Board Member Mead made a motion 
to deny final approval based on color and materials as submitted and based on the 
Board’s discussion.  Board Member Villegas seconded the motion.  Mr. Spencer pointed 
out at the last meeting that stucco was preferred. Chairperson Salter was not present at the 
meeting, but he had reviewed the video and believed that only one or two members of the Board 
had stated that they preferred or were in favor of, but one or two members did not make that a 
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binding factor of that approval.  Unless it was stated in the motion for approval that it be stucco 
all over, we would not be bound by that.   Staff advised “Board Member Ramos made a motion 
for conceptual approval and felt the Board wanted to keep it pure without the siding, and let it be 
the jewel it plans to be.  The motion was seconded by Board Member Yee.  The motion carried 
4 to 1 with Board Member Spencer recusing.” The minutes further stated “Advisor Pristera stated 
when he first saw the structure, he felt it was too modern for the historic district but adding historic 
features would look like a mish-match of styles.  He explained they did not want to add other 
styles to the whalebone house either; as a preservationist, he loves pure styles no matter what 
they are.  He felt if they were going modern, it should be pure modern as shown, and its location 
does not distract from the historic district.  Board Member Villegas agreed siding would not look 
appropriate on this house.  Mr. Stephens advised the HOA liked the design.  Board Member 
Fogarty liked the tapered column and other details and thought it was very special.  Board 
Member Yee appreciated the design and felt Hardie did not belong on the structure.  He was 
surprised the Board had approved the Top of Ninth or whalebone structure.  He did realize that 
the nature of Bayfront was different, and the type of development that would be going in that 
area adjacent to 9th Avenue was probably more fitting with this project.  He reluctantly supported 
the project in this location and stated the design was great.” 
Mr. Spencer respectfully asked that the maker of the motion consider instead of a denial, a 
motion that is passing with a conditional reappearance by him with various stucco finishes and 
colors.  Staff advised the Board had the option to approve a project with certain aspects returning 
to the Board. Board Member Mead stated if what we are accepting for final approval is colors 
and materials, we are denying it on the basis of colors and materials.   
Board Member Mead explained the Board was relying on the section for conceptual 
approval which deals with color and materials being with the Board’s scope for final 
review and in light of the general for our review which applies for specific criteria for such 
sections involved. 
Mr. Spencer asked for a clarification in the motion  to return with confidence that he was not 
asked to return with a different material other than stucco.  He felt it was polite and not 
unreasonable for the applicant to understand there had been a motion that would not open a 
can of worms to go beyond stucco.  Board Member Villegas explained that Mr. Spencer could 
decide what stucco and which colors would again be presented to the Board. 
Board Member Mead called the question, and the motion carried 3 to 2 with Board 
Members Yee and Fogarty dissenting and Board Member Spencer recusing. 
 
 

 

 
 

 


